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Grant Allen (computer god)
Roblynn Gass (cut and paste queen, camera junkie)
Leslie Gregory (Wonder Woman)
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Faculty and Staff

Row 1
Dave Anderson - Chaos
Mazhar Jamil - Trigonometry
Ann Cade - Algebra I
Clayton Delery - Expository Writing I
Link Hall - Minority Experience in American Lit.
Elizabeth Hall - Etymology
In the role of Vikki Parish:
Billie Holliday - History of Theatre
Leslie Gregory - Assistant Director
Frasier Snowden - Logic

Row 2
Curt Pifier - Biology
Paul Sawyer - Expository Writing II
Mike McGrath - Algebra II
David Wood - French I
Martha Talbert Smiley - Director
Harriette Palmer, RN
Mary Ellen Franklin - Speech I
Linda Rash - Algebra I
Gina Gilchrist - Coor. of Residential Life

Row 3
Gary White - Astrophysics
Betsy Cochran - Ecology
Rodney Allen - Creative Writing

Not Pictured:
Pat Gresham - Counselor
Sue Shapiro - Latin I
Steve Sandifer - Geometry
Yvonne Oey - Chemistry
Richard Engstrom - Government
Julie Peters - copy goddess
Cathy Dowden - secretary
Susan Gregory - research
Candace Sampson - office worker
Shana Garcia - office worker
Al Villavaso - Robotics
Richard Loftin - Computer Science
Johnny Song - Physics
Dick Brown - Military History
Sharon Ebarb - Media Consultant

Teaching Assistants

reclining:
Leon "Luv Bunny" Hsu - Physics
Randy "Burnin' Luv" Schulz - Biology

front:
Stephanie Shenk - Expository Writing I
Angela Turner - Ecology
Jennifer Chen - Chaos
Chris Gresham - Astrophysics
Jimmy Norton - Latin I
Salinda Russel - Trig. and Adv. Math
Lee Vanderpool - French I
Greg Romero - Speech
Chuck Bradford - Logic

middle:
Joe Parrie - Expository Writing II
Kevin Jones - Robotics
Aaron Weber - Creative Writing
Travis Warziniack - Algebra I
Leighia Lynn - Geometry
Jennifer Loftin - Minority Literature
Chris Cummings - Algebra I

back:
Shane Sullivan - Robotics
Cherie BonneCarrere - Etymology
Mike Spivey - Computer Science
Darly Lathon as Darly Lathon - History of Theatre
Sloan Snow - Government
Tony Stanley - Military History

not pictured:
Kirby Hopkins - Algebra II
Resident Advisors

front:
Cabrina Sawyer
Jennifer Porche - Caddo head RA
Mary Wood
Jennifer House
Nikki McFarlain

second row:
Kate Major
Rachel Roberts
Becky Wood
Jenny Magee
Sandy Schmieder
(sporting a “Grant Allen” T-shirt)
Scotty Williams

third row:
Richard Long
Nathan Wood
John Ray
James McPherson

back row:
John Tucker
Roblynn Gass
Jacob Estes
Chris Coco - Prudhomme head RA
Richard Highsmith
Jonathan Gautier
Tucker's Militia


Hungry Hippos


Anonymous

Jen² + Greg = That RA Group

Magically Delicious

Front Row: Michael Chang, Mark Shaw, William Highsmith, Christopher Coco- RA.
Ray's Radicals


The Solid Statesmen

Cabrina's Divas


Mary's Spastic Garden

Assume The Position


WHATEVER

front: Beth McDowell, Katie Tranchina, Minna Oh, Adrienne Caldwell, June Kim, Margaret Shyr; back: Sandy Schmidt - RA, Celia Mangham, Lisa Horowitz, Katherine Malborough, Lauren Longley, Robyn Pickens, Elizabeth Schoen, Chivonne Harrigal, Kathieen Jones. Stephanie Shenk - TA not pictured.
Marmoset Liberation Front

Christopher Highsmith, Jacob Estes- RA, Andrew James, Bobby Davis, Jeff Fockler, Kevin Riche, Jacob Rubin, Joe Kanankeril, Cliff Barbier, George Zacharia, Mike Droske, Austin Meyers, Steven Wright, Marc LeBlanc, Fletcher Maumus, John Klemack, Frank Martin. Louis Le - TA not pictured.

Players Inc.

front: Alex Smyth, Daniel Lewis, Adam Newhouse, Nicholas "Sabib" Richardson, Dylan Harvard, Jeff Bridge; back: Mike Ji, Jon Paul Kitchens, Bert Froeba, Chad McGehee, Jason May, Brooks Barber, Bobby Fedora, James Benjamin Pye III, Drew Flansbaum, Benjamin Ian Hsia, Richard Highsmith - RA. Daryl Lathon - TA not pictured.

Beck's Eclectic Clan


Richard's Little Nuts

**Future Garbagemen of America**


**McPherson's Clan of the Haggis Consuming Sheep**

Kate and Jen's Assorted Nuts

front: Deepti Reddy, Leena Konda, Christine Schorheide; middle: Alex Dang, Sylvia Lee, Mary Margaret Seale, Yeehee Kim, Carol Wang; back: Kate Major - RA, Becky Bolin, Jane Gruning, Jence Duplantis, Sara Mangiaracina, Amanda Butler, Erin Cannon, Jennifer Chen - TA.

Don't Jump!

The Average Advance Student

Please put me in Rad. I am unilingual with a dash of French for personality. I really don’t know who I am. I am considered eccentric by my peers. I not people, not colors, races or religion. Please not Dodd! To change the subject, I am a vegetarian and a cat lover. I am the youngest of three and the oldest of four. I talk too much (at least my mom says so). I don’t know how to spell Episcopalian. Like junk food, can’t spell, write sloppy. I like cars, boats, computers, dances, Rush Lambough, and Weird Al Yankovic. I love a good argument. I want a fairly friendly roommate who likes music and has strong convictions. And if they like chickens, back yeah. No preppies. I usually like somewhat small people better than tall people. I have a hard time thinking of more than one sentence in essay questions. If you get on my nerves I get mad. I have black hair, Asian, curious. Overall, I am OK. I would prefer to be lodged in Pudhomme dorm. For inspiration I would prefer a roommate who is reasonably studious and neat. I am a founding member of Advance ’95’s Chicken Cult. I’m not the Unabomber. I have friends that are Socialists. I used to write obituaries for insects. I have no philosophy so an average person would be nice to room with. I do not subscribe to TV Guide. I am ambidextrous, creative, musically talented and artistic. I refuse to put up with homophobes, neoNazis, racists, skinheads, white supremacists, and other people like that. I love to bicker with my dad. I had a wonderful time at Advance last year. I lived my course, my RA, my roommates, my other friends and the activities that were available. Please no headbangers, especially those who like heavy metal. I really do not like Nazis. I think I said this last year. I am cool, violence is not cool. I like to sleep if possible in a cold room. I love Dr. Smiley. I get really hyper sometimes. I am a quiet, shy, kind and studious person. I do not want a roommate who stays awake after lights out and talks to me while I am trying to sleep. Jenny Magee is cool! I like to have friends. I have a higher vocabulary than my friends. I like to study and I am pretty good. I am very short for my age. I am very adaptable. I am willing to share a dorm room with anybody. Don’t like having nothing to do. I am awesome. Too much air conditioning bores me. I like to do a little work at my pace. I have been called “one of those rare commie-nazis” in the past. With my extra time I usually play golf. I sleep best in a dark room. I am a very trustworthy person. I have six legs and walk around like an ant. I do not care what people think, what’s right is right, what’s wrong is wrong. I always stand up for what I believe.

Honorable mention in the cover contest

Steven Wright

Carol Wang
GUESS WHO?

(see page 2 for answers)

Our Sponsors

Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
Bruce J. Heim Foundation
RosaMary Fund
Northwestern State University Alumni Foundation
Central Louisiana Electric, Company
Premier Bank and Trust of Natchitoches
Happy Trails 'til next year, chick'y!

Ms. Pat, a while back.